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Abstract
Due to climate change, urban heat islands pose a threat to thermal comfort. Ephemeral
installations can decrease the impact of urban heat islands, improve both microclimate and
comfort. The methodology is research through design using parametrics, where appropriate.
The parametric model was created using RTD as well as CAD & parametric design software.
Python code, visual programming, ladybug, honeybee & kangaroo plug-ins, Rhino, and the
grasshopper plug-in were utilized as the main platform.
PET and the climatological metrics of wind, sunlight, evapotranspiration, and standard
clothing provided significant variables. The rigid evapotranspirative and adaptive structures
were pursued, the latter because it was the scope of a master’s thesis.
To ensure a viable installation, understanding how ephemeral elements participate in climate
adaptation is important. Although the rigid structure contains the greatest potential for the
process of evapotranspiration to take place, existing concepts for cooling a microclimate in
the literature have developed.
The discussion focused on limitations of context, adaptability, and simulation limitations in
design and on design itself and process. The lessons of climate-adaptation in which the
ephemeral can play a role to strengthen the cohesive nature was provided in an integrated
design in the discussion. The result of this study is that rigid structures can cool down the
microclimate and improve a public square such as the Fransiscanessenplein.
Keywords
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Preface
Traditional landscape architecture is built
around the landscape and its constituent
static elements, for example, ancient
pantheons, gardens, etc. But do the same
principles still apply today as it did
thousands of years ago?
The concept of landscape is in flux. There
are constant changes that are taking place
in society, in economies, in climatic
conditions, in our sensibilities, and in other
aspects of our lives. Landscape
architecture can play a role in transforming
the ephemeral into something lasting.
We must design structures that are
capable of constantly changing and
improving, and that are defying
conventional notions of what a structure
within a landscape contains or can
embody.
In my dissertation, I explore the issue of
adaptability not only in the initial design,
but also throughout the lifetime of the
structure. Although I only touch on the
topic briefly, this thesis highlights a few of
the tools that make adaptability possible.
It is an exciting time when art, technology,
human experience, and computer
engineering are working together to create
integrated solutions that could improve
lives and prepare us for the hardships of
the future.
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Introduction
Background
The Netherlands has become increasingly
urbanized in recent decades. Over 90% of
people live and work in large cities. Most
of the population growth is taking place in
large cities. The urbanization process also
changes the material urban landscape,
which is more paved with rough and urban
materials.(· Netherlands - urbanization
2019 | Statista, 2021)
At the same time that the Netherlands is
experiencing higher urban growth, it's
experiencing new heat records and a
similar trend seems to be predicted for the
next few years. (Warmste maand juni ooit
gemeten in Nederland - NRC, 2020; KNMI
- Warmste septemberdag ooit gemeten,
2020)
According to the IPCC special report,
global warming is the primary
environmental problem, which is causing
temperatures to rise by 1.5 degrees
Celsius in the next few years in the most
optimistic scenario. (Masson-Delmotte et
al., 2018)
The Netherlands doesn't yet experience
extreme weather heat because of its
geography, but countries with more acute
heat stress problems might showcase
potential dangers. For example, Karachi,
Pakistan suffered a heat wave that took
65 lives. This heat wave is mainly caused
by the lack of greenery in the urban area.
The result is uncomfortable heat radiation
that can be fatal.(Looking for a Bit of
Shade as Intense Heat Wave Hits Karachi
- The New York Times, 2020)
Northern countries like the Netherlands
historically have not been prepared for
climate change and the effects of rising

temperatures. As a consequence, city
centers and especially highly urbanized
areas will be troubled by the projected
temperature rise in 2050. (van den Hurk et
al., 2007)
A London meteorologist named Luke
Howard first reported the occurrence of
excessive thermal radiation buildup in the
city in the 19th century. (Howard, 1818)
The phenomenon is now known as the
“urban heat island effect”. (hereinafter
referred to as UHI) The UHI definition is
this: “An area warmed faster and
remained hot longer than rural or
undeveloped areas, altered by human
activity.” This causes problems due to
much higher temperatures and radiation,
as well as smog. (Hulley, 2012)
The word “climate” is generally too large
for urban areas. Therefore, on a smaller
scale, the term microclimate is used.
(and … and 1955, 1955)
Landscape architecture can be an
effective method for mitigating UHI
through planning and site design.
However, it only works if it understands
how microclimates function within an
urban environment. Climate-Responsive
Design (hereinafter CRD) considers
seasonality, sun and wind intensity,
precipitation and humidity in shaping
thermal comfort on a site. (Lenzholzer,
2015)
Thermal comfort indexes can be used to
determine thermal comfort. (Hoppe,
1999)When considering the heat island
phenomenon, outdoor thermal comfort is
very important. Accordingly, urban design
can mitigate heat islands with
microclimatic principles of the relationship
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between buildings, public surfaces, and
vegetation and outdoor air temperature.
(Cortesão et al., 2009)
Furthermore, urban outdoor spaces need
to be defined as they are very different
from indoor ones. Outdoor installations
can act as semi-outdoor spaces
themselves and therefore impact
microclimate. (Nakano, Environment and
2020, 2020)
Location and Pilot.
The Fransiscanessenplein in Breda is the
research site of this thesis and forms part
of the GreenQuays project, a European
Regional Development Fund initiative
through its Urban Innovation Actions
Program.(Groene kades langs de nieuwe
mark | Green Quays Breda, 2020)
The ultimate goal of GreenQuays is to turn
Breda's inner-city waterway into a place
that is beautiful, conducive to the
environment, and welcoming to animals.
GreenQuays current aims at greening the
inner-city river quays with vegetation such
as trees, plants, and moss. This is to
beautify the area, change the
microclimate, and accommodate wildlife.
(Groene kades langs de nieuwe mark |
Green Quays Breda, 2020)
Other goals are to address environmental
problems and to use nature as a means to
bring education and a healthy living
environment. Climate change is an
important factor in the project and it is
believed that it is necessary to alter inner
cities so that it does not become
unbearable to live there.
The last pillar of the program is 'quality of
life.' The program will aim to create more
space for nature, water, and social
interaction outside of the home and

encourage people to spend more time
outside.
The principles of this project will then be
applicable, not only around the quays, but
also in global city centers. The first test
sites have been created, with panels on
the quay to enable greenery to grow and
this will be utilized for future research.
At the suggestion of my thesis advisor, a
pilot installation for the GreenQuays
Launch Event was to take place on
September 26, 2020.
This event was the official launch of the
project, introducing it to the local
community. Throughout the day, there
were presentations and discussions with
the community and scientists about the
Quays. The aim was to try and create
awareness and enthusiasm for the project.
The Fransiscanessenplein was also
chosen as the case study for a PhD thesis
on microclimate. This is so because the
visual, social, and psychological effects of
the installation also contribute to thermal
comfort.
The pilot installation was part of the
climate-adapted design of GreenQuays,
since Fransiscanessenplein is located on
those quays. Its aim was to cool the
square for a festival, empower the
residents, and raise awareness about
climate adaptation. The pilot was based
upon wind and solar studies and
conversations with residents on
September 19, 2020. It was then built and
tested on September 25 during the
GreenQuays Launch Event.
Both of the moments which occurred on
Fransiscanessenplein took place in the
historic center of Breda. The square is
about 900 m2, surrounded by built-up
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areas on three sides, with an open side
that faces the river quays at the center.

Figure 3. GreenQuays Logo

Figure 5. Right: Location coloured red of
Fransiscanessenplein within the city of
Breda. (OpenStreetMap, 2021)

Figure 4. Location of the square on the
quays inner centre Breda (red dot is the
square) source here…(OpenStreetMap,
2021)
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Knowledge gap
The developing urban population in urban
environments is increasingly susceptible
to heat stress, so it is imperative to
develop short-term solutions to reduce
peak heat stress moments, such as the
construction of ephemeral structures to
cool the microclimate.
The research and design guidelines of
climate adaptive installations have
traditionally focused on permanent
installations rather than ephemeral
installations. Herein lies the knowledge
gap. The purpose of this thesis was to
investigate the gap between the
application of ephemeral installations and
climate adaptation projects. However,
there is a severe lack of research in this
area.

Based on the previous, the main research
The question is:
-

(MRQ) What is the potential of
ephemeral installations to cool
down the microclimate and
enhance an urban square.

The sub-research questions (SRQ) unfold
from the MRQ:
-

SRQ1. What is the potential for
delivering local cooling effects?
SRQ2: How do you optimize an
installation for a public square?
(Specifically the
Fransiscanessenplein)

The novelty of this thesis is researching
the gap between a permanent installation
and climate-adaptive ephemeral
architecture that can be removed over
time in order to promote change and
adaptation combined with the opportunity
to develop a real-life pilot installation
within the GreenQuays project.
As a result, site-specific criteria and
solutions need to be developed which
potentially could develop general
principles.
Statement, objectives and RQ’s.
Climate-adaptive ephemeral installations
can deliver local cooling to a public square
and provide comfort and experience.
The objective of this thesis is:
-

To determine whether ephemeral
installations produce significant
cooling effects. (if they do) To
create criteria that are
implemented in the specific case of
the Fransiscanessenplein in Breda.

Figure 6. Statement, objectives and RQ.
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Theoretical framework
To understand climate-adaptive
ephemeral installations, literature on
climate change, ephemeral urban spaces,
thermal comfort, and mitigation strategies
is required in order to develop criteria for
these installations.
Thermal comfort
For calculating thermal comfort, models
are created on the basis of the energy
balance of a person in an outdoor
environment and the temperature
sensation under these climatic conditions.
Thermal comfort is the degree to which a
person is satisfied with their surrounding
environment, according to ASHRAE
Standard 55. (D.J wessel, 2001)
In the case of indoor designs, these
models were developed first because the
enclosure is more stable and controllable.
Some initial results showed that not
everyone was happy with the same set of
specific environmental conditions, but that
there was a comfortable range. Statistical
methods were then used to test opinions
on thermal comfort, and one of the thermal
indexes as outcome was PMV (Predicted
Mean Vote). PMV is an empirical model of
thermal comfort that attempts to represent
a 7-point thermal perception scale. PMV
gave rise to a multitude of other models
such as physiological equivalent
temperature. (Henceforth called PET)
(Shaw, 1972)
The human radiant energy budget
includes short wave radiation, direct solar
radiation, diffuse solar radiation, long
wave radiation, atmospheric back
radiation, ambient longwave emissions,
and radiation from surfaces. Together
these components form the mean radiant
temperature. (MRT) (research and 2009,
2009)

PET is a widely used index for measuring
thermal comfort. PET is a thermal index
that takes into account both outdoor and
human physical characteristics, such as
how much exercise someone did and the
clothing he/she was wearing.(Matzarakis
et al., 1999)
Physical parameters of PET include air
temperature (Ta), vapour pressure and
relative humidity, wind speed (v), and
mean radiant temperature (MRT). Besides
these physical parameters, PET also
considers two secondary parameters:
Insulation of clothing and metabolic rate.
(Fröhlich et al., 2019)

Figure 7. Types of radiation (Matzarakis et
al., 2008)
An explanation of each parameter used in
the model PET: mean radiant
temperature, air temperature, wind speed,
relative humidity & activity level & clothing
level.
"Mean radiant temperature is the uniform
temperature of an imaginary room in
which the heat transfer from the human
body is equal to the heat transfer into the
room." It summarizes all short and long
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wave radiation fluxes to which the human
body is exposed. (Thorsson et al., 2007)
There is a relationship between air
temperature and the thermal properties of
cladding materials, such as public
walkways and building facades, and
vegetation, in combination with shading
devices, has an important role in altering
microclimate and comfort conditions.
(Nikolopoulou, 2004)
The local heat balance consists of the
interaction of surface temperatures with
optical and thermal properties, such as
albedo, emissivity & heat capacity as well
as solar radiation and wind. (Alexandri,
2005) Calculating the mean radiant
temperature needs the surface
temperatures and angles between the
person and the surrounding surfaces.
(Godbole, 2018)

sensitive to temperature fluctuations than
humidity fluctuations.
The impact of relative humidity is small at
low temperatures, more pronounced at
moderate temperatures, and significant at
high temperatures.(Bröde et al., 2012)
Trees could offer noticeable cooling by
intercepting solar radiation and
evapotranspiration. Compared to built
wood and concrete shelters, trees
significantly lowered temperatures in the
local microclimate during the day and at
night.(Cheung, Environment and 2018,
2018)
Green facades can also be used to
combat climate change and alleviate
urban heat islands due to
evapotranspiration and air mixing.
(Sheweka and Mohamed, 2012)
Air velocity is basically how fast air moves
without regard to direction. In the Pet
model, this aerodynamic speed is set to
0.1 km/h for indoor areas, and based on
the circumstances differing in outside
scenarios.. Wind provides cooling by
moving hot air towards cooler negative
pressure areas. (Hoppe, 1999)

Figure 8. Different types of radiation
contributing to MRT (research and 2009,
2009)
The air temperature as shown in the
ASHRAE-55 indicator is the average
temperature around the body, taking into
account the difference between the height
of the ankle, waist, and head for sitting or
standing persons. (Specifier and 2004,
2004)
Humidity, or relative humidity or water
vapour pressure, has important effects on
thermal comfort, but humans are more

Humans have different metabolic rates
that vary by activity level & environmental
conditions. The standard metabolic rate
used for PET calculations is that of an
adult male.(Methods and 2004, 2004)
Since clothing acts as a thermal insulator,
what people wear has a significant impact
on thermal comfort, through heat loss and
heat balance. The more heat loss that can
be prevented by insulating layers of
clothing, the more people can stay warm.
Generally, the thicker the garment, the
better the insulating ability, and depending
on the material, air movement and relative
humidity can reduce the insulating ability
of materials. (Hygiene and 1999, 1999)
12

PET is particularly useful due to its display
of degrees Celsius, which is displayed in
specific areas from very cold to very hot.
where different levels of physiological
stress are induced, as well as in
measuring a general sense of thermal
stress. (Lenzholzer, University and
Cortesao, 2018)

Figure 9. PET/PMV thermal perception &
stress. (Chattopadhyay and White, 2019)

Studies between PET in German and
Brazilian cities indicate vast differences in
socio-cultural characteristics in thermal
tolerance and expectations. An important
theme in PET is that the response to
thermal stress differs between temperate
and tropical climates, and thermal
adaptation occurs differently in temperate
and tropical climates. (Hirashima et al.,
2018)
In addition, environmental temperature
changes are outpacing changes in thermal
perception in many regions around the
world, which can have major implications
for estimating the health impacts of
climate change. (Matzarakis et al., 2008)
Another important factor in the bioclimatic
experience is that thermal comfort has an
important role in the usability and
attractiveness of outdoor places.
Long-term spatial microclimate
measurements of Dutch square did show

a general correlation between
microclimate perception and actual
microclimate. (Lenzholzer and Koh, 2010)

Climate-adaptive design

The purpose of climate adaptive design is
to moderate the climate for human comfort
and wellbeing. Here, the laws of
thermodynamics inspire the various
elements of a design, such as the
orientation and arrangement of buildings,
colors, and vegetation plantings. (Klemm,
2017)
To address the requirement for local
cooling, a strategy to reduce PET is
required. To cool down the microclimate
criteria need to be determined, and those
criteria will need to be addressed.
Microclimate can be greatly affected by
criteria such as the kind of materials used,
such as asphalt, brick, and stone. (Yang
et al., 2011)
Therefore measures such as facilitating
high albedo surfaces, water evaporation,
and letting the wind blow should be
implemented to influence the local
microclimate, in order to ensure local
cooling. (Salata et al., 2015)
Furthermore, this thesis should strive to
avoid conventional assumptions or to find
evidence to examine the effects of the
microclimate itself. For example, a study
examining outdoor thermal comfort found
that highly reflective fabrics reduced
ambient temperature in urban open areas,
yet increased the amount of sunlight
reflected back to pedestrians. (F. Salata et
al, 2015)
As such, caution and skepticism should be
applied to conventions, and should ideally
be tested using a quantifiable method.
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Moreover, a sense of realism must also be
applied. For instance, the perspectives of
vegetation and evapotranspiration
naturally present limits.The limitations of
plants in ephemeral designs necessitate
assessing the available water and storage
capacity as well as the costs, time, and
flexibility of the design. Green roofs
involve problems related to water use,
storage, and maintenance. (Bianchini and
Hewage, 2011)
Moss roofs in cities have the potential to
offer low maintenance alternatives to
these problems. Mosses are susceptible
to diseases and require special care, so a
mixture of mosses is required to create a
durable, long lasting roof. (Bakatovich and
Gaspar, 2019)
In addition to the use of vegetation, the
materials themselves should also be
reviewed. One mitigation strategy is to use
cool materials, which are characterized by
high infrared reflectance and solar
reflectivity. Even better, advanced
nanomaterials with heat-absorbing
properties should be explored.
(Santamouris, Synnefa and Karlessi,
2011)

Wood can be a logical choice because it
does not hold as much heat as harder
materials like bricks and concrete, wood
can also be used as a material sink for
carbon, or it can be recycled or
constructed from salvaged wood and
repurposed. (Churkina et al., 2020)
In the future, heat reduction can be
achieved by using nanocoated
thermoplastics, which decrease skin
temperatures by reducing exposure to
heat radiation. Nanocoated materials can
be used for blocking external radiation as

well re-transmitting internal
radiation.(Peng et al., 2018)
Ephemeral architecture
The literature on ephemeral architecture
and urbanism is expanding rapidly.
Typically, ephemeral architecture is
defined in the literature as the materiality
of architecture and space, but can also be
characterized with different phenomena:
- Destructive paper designs, of
which none were developed or
constructed at all.
- Sensory experiences derived from
the sense of smell, sound, touch
and thermal comfort.
- About an experience of momentary
and social interaction.
- Preference for collective activities,
such as football games, protests,
etc.
- Short-lived initiatives, such as
posters and placards on walls.
- Lights and waterworks that are
turned off after a certain time.
- Structures that are usually built for
festive events such as weddings,
coronations, festivals, etc.
(Chattopadhyay and White, 2019)
Ephemeral shelters have historically been
both light and portable, made of fabric that
allows mobility and ease of construction.
Since the Ice Age, people have
constructed structures that protect them
from the elements such as the sun and
wind. (Rochon, 2019)
In a contemporary sense, ephemeral
architecture contains structures whose life
is defined not only by their ephemeral
function, but also by the spectacle of their
construction and destruction. These are
events which planned structures are
incapable of properly addressing. (Coar,
2011)
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A well-designed ephemeral intervention
can change people's behavior, shape
community connections, and create
integration mechanisms. Such
interventions often involve low-cost
investments or are supported by the event
itself. (Walker, 2004)
Physical infrastructure, the flow of life, and
ephemerality combine to comprise the
character of the city. If viewed and treated
in this way, the whole city can be viewed
and treated as a soft tissue that
undergoes rapid transformation based on
changing utilitarian demands and placed
interventions. (Madanipour, 2017)
The new architecture of the ephemeral lies
beyond the boundaries of the physical,
organic, and the visual. In traditional
notions, only solid objects are considered
substantial, and movement is accidental or
disruptive. (Walker, 2004)
The framing of a structure in a short-lived
time creates a collective memory. The
ephemeral experience of a building also
serves to discourse, living not only as
street furniture but also as dynamic
markers of space and time. (Karandinou,
2013)
The concept can also be related to
guerrilla approaches, citizen activism, and
citizen interaction. With Guerrilla
Gardening, urban spaces are appropriated
by the public, but within a minimalistic,
hybrid setting that makes the rules and
communications transparent for analysis.
The guerrilla approach may not have to
limit itself to gardening; it could also lead
to innovative citizens' initiatives that
address complex urban challenges. For
instance, unused spaces could be
repurposed for urban living, social and
public activities, and so on. (Mikadze,
2015)

Ephemeral interventions can also be
combined with advanced geometries,
parametric design, and digital
technologies to create new architectural
mechanisms controlled by citizens.
(Karandinou, 2013)
Ephemeral projects can demonstrate the
rapid change in the digital culture of
contemporary society while activating
public space, especially during recessions
and uncertain times when funds are not
available for expensive urban projects.
(Flowers, 2014)
On a philosophical level, contemporary
landscape urbanism appears to be in a
confrontational state, as cities driven by
capital investment, and its component
architecture, are at the forefront of the
spectacle, fueled by impatience of the
capital itself. In this way, ephemeral
urbanism depicts a vision in which
meaningful political actions are committed
by the people instead of the state or
government (Haas and Westlund, 2017).
Time & the ephemeral
The last ephemeral, before looking at
precedents is time. A structure or event
can stand for a day, a week, a month, or a
year, and all these options have different
implications, which will be elaborated
further from the discussion and analysis.
In this study, the time vector will be used
to examine the RQ, in which case the
summer months have been chosen to
account for the largest temperature
fluctuations. Moreover, the discussion will
discuss potential links between time and
the ephemeral.
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Precedents
Classification
The literature suggests possible
theoretical perspectives on what
climate-adapted ephemeral architecture
can be, while pragmatic, real-world
precedents offer additional guidance on
building criteria and offer insight into the
potential of climate-adapted ephemeral
installations.
Since most structures are neither totally
ephemeral nor totally climate-adapted, it
would be helpful to classify them.
To find a way to classify, one could follow
previous studies on climate-adapted
installations, which distinguished between
freestanding and satellite installations
.(Tamminga, Cortesao and Bakx, 2020)
The first classification, freestanding,
follows the ephemeral notion in literature
of being built and erected and dismantled
as an event. It should therefore be created
as an independent object, without needing
specific urban props, such as being
mounted on a wall or, as in this case,
being part of the existing urban structure.
Finally, in the classification of precedents,
structural differences distinguish the
different installations between each other
the most.
Therefore, a distinction was not made
between climate-adapted vs. ephemeral,
but whether the installation was built from
many loose, unconnected elements
(hereafter defined as polystructure or poly)
or from a single, connected element.
(Hereafter defined as monostructure or
mono). Two common structures were
defined: mono, modular and tensile, while
the pilot described later can be called a
polystructure.

Figure 10. Classification of ephemeral
installations in this thesis.
Polystructure
A good example of a polystructure is
stop.live by stillurbandesign. In this
precedent , a space was provided for
people to take refuge in the middle of an
urban square. This was made possible by
taking into account various shelter
opportunities, for both thermal protection
from the sun and wind, and differing levels
of exposure. The precedent was build on
stillurbandesign’s biomodel. (stop.live Still Urban Design, 2021)
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While FAHR's installation is a more
"passing through" experience, An example
could be AIM's Urban Bloom, which
employs pallets and plants both on the
ground and floating in balloons to create
an ephemeral experience of "joy and life".
It is designed so as to convey a different
message as to what the place does and
what it offers. Pallets & poles of greenery
are hung from the poles while balloons are
hung from them in order to create an
artificial urban park utilizing pallets. (Urban
Bloom | AIM Architecture, 2020)

Figure 11. Still.design stop.live (stop.live Still Urban Design, 2021)
The installation need not be a place where
people stay. This is very evident in
FAHR0213 basil flowers installation.
After the installation, a frame plus small
plants provide a sense of relief and
movement from the city, its harshness,
and a sense of coolness.
It serves its purpose for a moment, as one
passes through it. (FAHR 021.3® - Work Flores de Manjerico, 2020)

Figure 13. AIM urban bloom (Urban Bloom
| AIM Architecture, 2020)

Figure 12. Basil Flowers Fahr0213 (FAHR
021.3® - Work - Flores de Manjerico,
2020)

These installation types can be
categorized as poly. Since there are a lot
of loose elements that work together, even
if some are removed or added. One
important characteristic is that they usually
do not span surfaces but actually use the
space on the floor. The resulting space
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creates meaning, but also limits the
possibilities in its use. In a sense, space is
"forced" to be used this way. Next, let's
look at monostructures, which comprise
contiguous elements into a cohesive
structure.
Monostructures (tensile)
Monostructures are constructed of various
elements to form a cohesive structure.
They typically enhance the function of the
underlying space through the provision of
an appropriate framework or cover.
Tensile structures are monostructures
consisting only of tension elements, not
compression or bending. (Sultana and
Bari, 2019)
Tensile structures are typically made from
lightweight, transparent fabrics with
low-flexural and compressive stiffness.
Other materials include PTFE-coated
fibreglass and PVC-coated polyester yarn,
both of which exhibit high light
transmission. (Tensile Fabric Structures,
2020)
Tensile fabrics are commonly used for
tensile strength structures because of their
numerous benefits. For example, they are
lightweight, cost-effective, rapidly
manufactured, 100% recyclable, and can
withstand significant temperature
differences when used outside. (Sultana
and Bari, 2019)
Tensile structures are similar to modular
architecture, as demonstrated by the
‘Luminous drapes’, as seen in figure 14,
pavilion of studio toggle. This pavilion was
constructed from simple elements such as
scaffolding, Ikea curtains, and Ikea
furniture to create a draping framework.
(Luminous Drapes / Studio Toggle |
ArchDaily, 2020)

Figure 14. Luminous curtains Kuwait City
(Luminous Drapes / Studio Toggle |
ArchDaily, 2020)
Tensile structures have a large number of
applications. If anchored to a pole, they
can either be used as freestanding
structures or they can be attached to
nearby urban infrastructure, such as
streetlights and buildings. Tensile
structures can be categorized into two
groups. Either they are fully stretchable
and shape, hang, drape, or they are
supported by intrinsic flexibility
independent from those structures.
Monostructures (modular)
In this thesis, modular architecture refers
to the ability to connect components so as
to produce larger or smaller versions of
architecture, installations or objects.
An example is ‘The Forest of Hope’, a
modular canopy in Bogota made of
interconnected cubes that look like trees'
trunks, canopies and leaves. It serves as
both a shade for the public and an
emotional symbol of hope for an
impoverished neighborhood. (Brownlee et
al., 2016)
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Figure 15. Forest of hope (Brownlee et
al., 2016)

Prairie House is another example of a
modular structure that uses elements that
are bent and compressed with cladding to
create a climate-adaptable structure.
Prairie House changes its appearance, its
permeability, and its volume to suit the
local climate.(Ayres, 2012; ORAMBRA Prairie House Northfield Illinois, 2020)

Figure 16. Prairie house (Ayres, 2012;
ORAMBRA - Prairie House Northfield
Illinois, 2020)
These types of structures are considered
to be more permanent in nature, whereas
on the contrary short-term structures
usually utilize wood as their primary
material. Gjennomsikten is a Norwegian
name given to a wooden structure that
creates a connection between the outdoor
and indoor environment.
(Gjennomsikte / Kollaboratoriet |
ArchDaily, 2020)
Toledo lattice shells exhibit the same
openness in their use of beams with a
framework that mixes light and space.
With beams supporting the structure of the
building, wood is arranged into a structure
that supports the exploration of design
while leaving space beneath for social
contact and interaction.(DAmico, Kermani
and Zhang, 2014)
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Figure 19. Biometric grid shells.(Krieg et
al., 2015)
Figure 17. Gjennomsikte / Kollaboratoriet |
ArchDaily, 2020)

Conclusions precedent study
The very classification of precedents
poses certain problems. However, in order
to keep this task within manageable limits,
certain choices need to be made. Both
monostructures and polystructures
demonstrate both ephemeral and
climate-adapted qualities.
The precedents have shown that light
elements, beams, nodes, and panels can
be constructed as well as support
structures made of fabric that are
connected to other points. Regarding
materials, wood, metal, and fabrics seem
to be predominant.

Figure 18. Toledo framework .(DAmico,
Kermani and Zhang, 2014)
Also, these types of structures do not have
to be transparent. A prime example can be
found in the biometric shells, which can
cover a wood-frame shell with little or no
transparency. Timber-plywood structures
are also available, which can be
rectangular or geodesic in shape. (Krieg et
al., 2015)

In subsequent steps, decisions must be
made as to which materials will be used,
how the form will look, taking both function
and aesthetics into consideration, and
how to formulate such criteria.
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Criteria
A literature review of previous work on
climate adaptive ephemeral installations
led to the development of design criteria
that continue to be refined throughout this
thesis. The developed criteria guided the
design decisions from form and climate to
ephemeral and social.
Criteria chosen
The criteria, developed in this thesis, were
refined during each phase, but are
presented as complete as seen in figure
20. From precedents, the chosen form
criteria are monostructural or
polystructural.
The climate adaptation criteria derived
from the PET thermal comfort model are
solar, wind, evapotranspiration, and MRT.
Flexibility, lightness, adaptability, and
modularity are the four main
characteristics of ephemeral design. In
addition, social criteria include experience,
comfort, movement, and space. (See
figure 21)

Figure 20. Criteria to be tested upon
(Author’s own)

After each design phase and simulation in
the order listed, the criteria will be
evaluated during installation. The purpose
of the study is to determine the
effectiveness of the climate-adapted
ephemeral installation at
Fransiscanessenplein in providing local
cooling effects and in improving the public
space.
Short-term long-term
The installation’s existence could either be
short- or long-term. Based on the research
questions, summer was selected, as heat
stress is most prevalent in these months.
The discussion will elaborate further on
the time element of the ephemeral.
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Methodology
The research methodology for this thesis
is divided into two phases and includes
both a preparatory phase as well as a
research through design (RTD) phase.
The preparatory phase involved
developing a pilot, reviewing existing
literature, and doing an initial study in
preparation.
Research through design
RTD is a methodology developed to
strengthen the reputation of landscape
architecture as an academic discipline by
making it more methodical for generating
knowledge . In other words, it was an
attempt to use the design process as a
means to produce knowledge.
(Lenzholzer, University and Cortesao,
2018)
RTD distinguishes itself from design
research and research by design by
iterating in order to generate new
knowledge. (Nijhuis and Bobbink, 2012)
In this thesis, these iterations are used to
identify the next design, analysis, and
construction steps. This means that the
iterative process builds upon the success
of the previous iterations.
With RTD, one must be very careful to
balance data analysis and design.
Properly applied, it can solve complex
problems and conduct predictive research
on topics such as climate change.
(Lenzholzer, Duchhart and Koh, 2013)
After a pilot assessment, RTD is used in
successive phases to test shape, material,
variants, and finally a site design. In each
of these phases, successive iterations of
RTD are performed and further supported
by parametric design tools.

Figure 21. Research methodology
schematic (Author’s own)
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Parametric design
Through parametric design, complex
challenges can be tackled through form
design, analysis, simulation, and redesign.
(Meir and Pearlmutter, 2010)
An increase in complexity is leading to a
shift from a design that concentrates on a
theme and single parameters to a setting
that integrates form, technology,
environment, and human behavior.
Computers are capable of expressing
parameters and their relationships through
self-correcting routines that can offer
solutions to complex problems such as
climate change. (Wortmann, 2017)

parameters and specifications makes
them suitable for use in complex and
dynamic environments. Parametric design
is therefore a method, not a style.
(Architecture and 2012, 2012)
In environmental, biological and economic
research, computer simulation of
evolutionary processes is an established
technique. But the concept of generative
algorithms is very new to the urban
environment and architecture, and its
potential is not yet fully explored. (Stavric,
2011)
Rhinoceros' Grasshopper add-on, which is
one of a series of parametric tools, creates
highly differentiated geometries. It
combines blocks of programming (in this
case Python) to create "recipes". It
combines computer-aided design with
basic elements like lines and grids to
extract/extract/combine with other
elements and parameters to produce
complex models. (Wortmann, 2017)

Parametric tools enable the generation of
mathematically generated shapes
influenced by environmental data such as
solar geometry, wind direction, speed,
illuminance, and so on. Significant
opportunities exist for improving thermal
and visual comfort and creating
responsive geometric solutions rapidly
through successive iterations. (Naboni,
2014)
Figure 22. Grasshopper recipe combining
lines and forms to create a complex
parametric model.
Computer-aided architectural design uses
parameters embedded in the design,
which are algorithmically driven and have
control over the geometry. Their
adaptability in response to changing
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Parametric design argues against linear
design. An example could be origami
surfaces that fold up during the day in
order to control the microclimate or porous
structures that open and close. (Rodonò
et al., 2020)
The parametric approach can be used to
determine thermal comfort and solar
passive strategies that reduce the need
for imported energy. Data used include
location, weather, shape, and material
data. (Turrin et al., 2012)
Technically, this environmental study can
be linked to structural analysis, which
opens new avenues for civic design. In
this sense, an early structural engineering
evaluation provides the architect direct
input on his design without the need for
further study with structural engineers.
(Preisinger, 2014)
The research questions can be answered
only if the environmental analysis is
completed and a climate-adapted,
ephemeral installation is formed by
successive iterations. The choice of
simulation tool will require an overview of
the state of the art in thermal comfort
modeling and simulation. Flexibility and
adaptability are important constraints for
ephemeral architecture, which can lead to
complex shapes and some simulation
tools cannot deal with them.

CFD, City Sim, Tas, Meteodyn, and
Grasshopper are several software
programs commonly used for
environmental analysis with various
utilities.(Albdour, 2019)
Grasshopper is the only program that
combines parametric design and
environmental analysis that is free.
Grasshopper uses Ladybug Tools for
environmental analysis, design, and
visualization. Ladybug tools have been
demonstrated as accurately as other fully
integrated microclimate simulation
engines, such as Envi-met. Particularly
useful is the short amount of time needed
for simulation and its suitability for iterative
design processes and simulations.
(Elwy
et al., 2018)
Due to the ephemeral, parametric, and
climatic parameters, the need for complex
shape analysis, and the licensing issues,
Grasshopper was chosen as a tool with
various plugins as seen in figure 23.

Therefore, the selection of the right tool
must be carefully considered in order to
obtain better outcomes from simulations
and ensure the reliability of the results.
Choice of tool
With the rise of computer software
applications for design analysis, the
process of developing climate-adaptive
designs has become easier and more
convenient. Envi-met, Rayman, Autodesk

Figure 23. Scheme of software used
(author’s own)
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Figure 26. Recipe to gather EPW data
specifically for Breda (author’s own)

Figure 24. Grasshopper Ladybug tools
(Mostapha, 2019)
Ladybug
Ladybug is an add-on for grasshopper that
enables powerful environmental planning,
design and analysis, starting with
importing EnergyPlus Weather (.EPW)
files and providing a set of 2D and 3D
designer-friendly features that enable the
development of interactive content and
visualisations. An EPW file is used for
weather data, which is based on
measurements close to the site. It
contains 8760 hourly values per year for
variables such as temperature, humidity,
wind speed, and solar radiation.
(Dickinson, 2016)

Figure 27. Definition of the analysis period
(author’s own)
Additionally, the Ladybug suite can be
used to display a variety of weather
information in graphical form, such as sky
models, solar vectors and barometric
charts. (See Figure 28,29 and 30)

Figure 28: Recipe barometric and
psychrometric charts. (author’s own)
Figure 25. EPW outputs and recipe
(author’s own)
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such as PET. (Sadeghipour Roudsari and
Pak, 2013) This provides the foundation
for the design of an artificial simulation to
test material, shape, and vegetation
characteristics to help optimize a thermal
environment. (Hai and Feng, 2018)
Steps of the model

Figure 29. Year charts of EPW from heat,
weather, operative temperature (author’s
own)

A recipe for the PET simulation is created
and will be elaborated upon in the next
steps as seen in figure 31. The 3D
environment for Fransiscanessenplein has
been provided by the city of Breda, and is
to scale. However, significant changes
should be made to enable the PET
simulations to be carried out within
reasonable time.
Otherwise, due to the complexity and
detail of the original model, simulation of
the detailed model would require too long
because increasing the complexity of the
model would require more computing time.

Figure 30. Visualization of EPW
temperature, relative humidity and wind
speed. (author’s own)

Honeybee
Ladybug's ultimate goal is to enable
comprehensive environmental analysis
through the Grasshopper parametric
platform by integrating validated energy,
daylighting, and computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulation engines with
weather data. Honeybee is a module
within Ladybug that permits users to
conduct thermal comfort simulations using
Radiance, Daysim, or EnergyPlus.
(Mackey and Roudsari, 2018)
Incorporating human, physical, and
environmental properties into simulations
allows the calculation of thermal indices

Figure 31. Part of the recipe of the
honeybee setup (author’s own)
Step 0 setup environment:
The 3D model is imported and converted
into a simplified format that represents
simple geometric structures, known as
boundary representations (Breps), as
illustrated in figure 32, 33, and 34.
A recipe is written that includes the
desired date and time parameters and
implements a modified EPW file for the
site properties corresponding to that date.
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Next, the variables to be measured are
selected, in this case the surface
temperatures, the comfort maps, and the
comfort metrics.

temperatures drop, since no light falls on it
when the grid is fully blocked. Therefore,
care must be taken as to which zone is
being evaluated, and anomalies have to
be avoided.
Since the pilot study was conducted on
the entire square, a view of the entire
square is taken, however in subsequent
phases of design, the design switched to a
smaller square to prevent the above
limitation and obtain more accurate
results. (Figure 34) This enables the
removal of objects that would otherwise
collide with the observed 1.5m plane on
the square.

Figure 32. Simplified BREP construction of
detailed model from municipality. (author’s
own)
Step 1: define zones / masses
In this thesis, the ground is the zone in
which temperature will be measured
because the installation PET deals with
1.5 m above ground where humans
experience thermal comfort. The ground is
affected by the surrounding houses, the
ground, and the vegetation.
The surface generation software uses a
grid size to determine the accuracy of a
simulation. A small grid size causes the
simulation to run slowly, whereas a large
grid size decreases the accuracy of a
simulation. Based on extensive testing,
the grid size of 0.5 by 0.5 m was selected
for the square with a height of 1.5 m,
which corresponded to an average body
size of middle level people, and a
simulation time of 3-6hr on the computer
used.
One limitation is that the installation could
potentially affect data located "also on the
measured squares," since PET

Figure 33. Above detailed, below BREP
(author’s own)

Figure 34. Basic model and the inner
center of the square which stands
unoccupied by trees or other collision
which may affect the PET.
(author’s own)
Step 2 define materials
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As mentioned earlier, materials and their
properties have a significant effect on
PET. Honeybee software incorporates
many different ISO (International
Organization for Standardization)
standards which, when used, are directly
referenced to simulate the real-world
material effects of previously defined
zones and surfaces and objects. (ISO Standards, 2021)

Figure 35. Material indices used for
evapotranspiration testing (author’s own)
These characteristics can be extremely
complex. For instance, an ISO definition
for a moss roof includes numerous
characteristics, such as plant height, leaf
area index, leaf reflectance, leaf
emissivity, stomatal resistance, thickness,
heat absorption, etc.. as seen in figure 35.
(Wong et al., 2009)
Step 3: Run energy simulation
The air temperatures, mean radiant
temperature, relative humidity, airflow and
air heat gain rate are used in the energy
model to calculate the surface
temperature using the simulation results
and the zones. This step is the first step in
the comfort analysis recipe to calculate the
PET.
Step 4: Calculate view factors
In calculating PET, view factors must also
be considered. View factors refer to the
fraction of energy reflected away from an
opaque, diffuse, or isothermal surface like
a tree, plant, or glass.

The definition is: “In radiative heat transfer,
a view factor is the proportion of the
radiation which leaves the surface that
strikes the surface. In a complex 'scene'
there can be any number of different
objects, which can be divided in turn into
even more surfaces and surface
segments.” (Ghajar and Raza, 1990)
In other words, when considering heat
transfer, the amount of radiation which
leaves a surface after it has been struck by
it has to be taken into account. These
factors include, for example, opacity as well
as evapotranspiration.

Step 5: Comfort recipe calculation
Based on the results of the previous
steps, the thermal comfort recipe is
calculated. Pet is much more than just an
energy calculation, so it is crucial to
analyze the body criteria.
The standard body and activity criteria
used by Honeybee are:*
-

age 30
sex male
height 175 cm
kg weight 75
standing body position
Clothing based on air temperature
Clothing albedo 37% for medium
coloured clothes
“unacclimated” in acclimated zone
2.32 metabolic rate in Mets (which
is walking 4km/hr)
480 activity duration in minutes

*These criteria pose questions about what
constitutes "average" and how comfort
and climate change by person, age, and
gender. Discussion will elaborate on these
issues.
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Step 6 PET analysis:
In the honeybee_analysis component, the
indoor temperature and outdoor
temperature are determined, along with
the zone airflow, zone heat gain, and body
properties. The zone is designated as
temperate.
The comfort analysis is combined with a
thermal comfort model and the reading
temperature MTX, as well as the air
temperature MTX, the operative
temperature MTX, the comfort adjustment
MTX, and the optional dew point
temperature, is calculated. MTX indicates
the average temperature since each grid
cell measures a different temperature.
(Welcome to honeybee’s documentation!
— Honeybee 0.0.04 documentation, 2021)
Step 7:Extract the data
The selected area of the PET model is
highlighted and the time-stepping sliders
let the user step through the hours of
simulation. The averages of each surface
tile are combined within each hour to
calculate the single hour average followed
by the average of the selected time study.

Data extraction
The choice of what to extract from the full
recipe as seen in figure 36 the data is very
important. The data is being used for the
local microclimate, so the entire square on
1.5m height is selected.

Figure 36. Complete honeybee setup
recipe without installation (Author’s own).
Visually, it can be difficult to identify which
part of the installation is made of fabric
and which part is made of trees. In the
resulting pilot installation, the trees are
taken into account. However, when the
focus is exclusively on the installation, all
spatial objects surrounding the installation
are stripped out so as to reveal its
simplicity.

Furthermore, since the parametric recipe
was built from scratch, the average of the
entire square has been repeatedly
displaced. Local temperature effects are
much larger, but the research question is
whether local cooling will result in specific
cooling, which will be measured by the
squared average to get the average
temperature.
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Location analysis
To understand the location and why
certain design decisions are made in
subsequent phases, a location analysis is
essential. It is divided into a historical
analysis, a climatological analysis, an
observational analysis, and a social
analysis from interviews with local people.
(See figure 37)

Historical
The Fransiscanessenplein dates back to
the first church of the Fransiscanessen
brotherhood, which used to be situated
near the town walls, where it is now
located. It also existed near a protective
boundary formed by a ditch that served as
a flood channel for the city, located along
the walls of the city which split the modern
square in two.
(Huis van assendelft, van 1806-1840
weeshuis, liefdegesticht der zusters
franciscanessen in breda (noord brabant) |
Monument - Rijksmonumenten.nl, 2021;
Over ons | Hotel Nassau Breda, 2021)

Observational study

The square at 10:00 am on September 19,
2020 is in shadow in the morning. The tall
buildings block the sunlight until the 11:00
mark. The city just woke up, but is already
bustling with activity. Trucks for deliveries
unload outside Fransiscanessenplein and
people run, walk, and cycle to their
destination. The square is empty
compared to the nearby streets and is
filled only with two benches and three
trees. The square is accessible from the
street in front and through an alley on the
north-west side. People do not tend to
move on the Fransiscanessenplein in the
fastest way, but rather stay on its sides.
(See figure 38)
The only plants on the square are some
from a hotel behind it and three trees. The
square is surrounded by bricks on the
ground and bricks on the sides. In the
front, the square is open and there is a
river running through it that is commonly
known as the New Mark.
The street in front of the square is a
one-way street with limited access for
vehicles. The alley on the side is
pedestrian only and leads to the
downtown shopping district. As for lighting,
there are lampposts along this street that
provide light, but there is no direct lighting
on the square itself.

Figure 37. Map of fransiscanessenplein
(Topotijdreis: 200 jaar topografische
kaarten, 2021)
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Figure 39. Wind study of downward draft
(author’s own)

Figure 38. Fransiscanessenplein
observation 10:00 19th September 2020
(author’s own)
Microclimate analysis
The microclimate will be analyzed using
wind, evapotranspiration, MRT, and the
Sun to gain insight into how to deliver
local cooling effects.

The study of the downward drafts from tall
buildings found that there was a
noticeable draft from the south-east and
north-west sides. If openings in an
installation were placed near draft areas,
this could help mitigate the heat being
generated in urban areas. (See figure
40,41,42)

In the summer, the predominant direction
of the wind is west, as illustrated in figure
40, and despite the presence of several
buildings in that area, they act as a
windbreak. Additionally, the southern and
western side of the space are open due to
the urban gap caused by the river New
Mark. (Weather Data | EnergyPlus, 2020)

Figure 40. Wind direction Breda summer
months. (author’s own)
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Figure 41. Wind Breda summer months
top view (author’s own)

Figure 43. Radiation analysis showing
Eastern shadow side. (author’s own)

Figure 42. Wind Breda summer months
isometric (author’s own)
Evapotranspiration in the square is mainly
determined by the three oak trees and
some small plants along the square. The
New Mark river isn’t considered to be a
cooling body for the city, since the
RealCool study questions the cooling
effect of the river when the water flow is
not sufficient, as is currently the case for
the in-city river. (Jacobs et al., 2020)

On three sides of Fransiscanessenplein,
the square is enclosed by brick and glass.
Both brick and glass reflect light
differently, which heats the entire area.
In a radiation analysis as seen in figure 43
, heating is visualized to the square as the
MRT component. For practical
considerations related to the challenges
associated with modeling and computer
simulating detailed models.
(Deliahmedova, 2017)

Further evapotranspiration elements are
not located in the vicinity of the
Fransiscanessenplein, and therefore are
too far away to have a significant cooling
effect.

Figure 44. Solar rays Breda summer
Fransiscanessenplein (author’s own)
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Peak heat stress occurs in August, when
sun rays hit the square from 10:00 to
22:00, as shown in figure 44, with the
effect being most pronounced between
11:00 and 17:00, with the temperature
rapidly dropping after 17:00. Simulations
in the future will take into account the
information from those studies since they
describe the most likely cooling effects a
given installation is likely to deliver.

Figure 45. Entrance and exit points on the
proposed quays (author’s own)

Interviews
In interviews with residents conducted on
September 19th, several themes were
consistently observed. First, there is the
issue of movement: Residents complained
that the square was empty and lacked
"atmosphere"; that is, if an empty square
is left empty, people tend to avoid staying
there where they are visible.
Moreover, since the area heated up during
the summer, the residents' concerns
centered around the height of the
buildings and the complexity of the brick,
metal, and glass structures. Not only on
the square, but also on the street front, it
was extremely hot during the most
extreme hours of the day.
Moreover, they have concluded that more
vegetation is required, mainly for the
aesthetics and less so for climatic
adaptation. Several residents of Stadshart
and Valkensburg have lobbied an
organization known as Stadshart /
Valkensburg to build green roofs on
hotels, appartments and roads.
(Stadshart/Valkenberg, 2021)
Finally, regarding the construction plans of
the new Quays and the purposed
installation, they noted it is imperative to
make it easy for any exit or entry point to
easily get to their respective apartments,
as shown in figure 45.

Pilot phase
Throughout this process, the pilot
installation was continually developed
through sketching, simulation, and design.
Next, the installation was simulated to
retrieve the thermal comfort of PET and to
determine its compliance with climate,
ephemeral, and social criteria.
Iterations pilot
The preliminary site visit on the 19th of
April made it clear what steps need to be
taken for the launch of GreenQuays on
the 26th. Prior to designing the pilot
installation, it was necessary to know what
materials were available, and due to
budget limitations, these materials will be
provided by the municipality and an
arborist. (As illustrated in figure 46)
Complementary 3D models were also
received, as shown in figure 47. (Van den
Berk Boomkwekerijen, 2021)
After the materials were identified and
chosen, including trees, pallets, and
shrubs from the arborist and the council,
iterative designs were created to
determine possible alternatives that were
then reviewed by the community, council,
and supervisor.
For the pilot to comply with government
guidelines, will need to consider
surrounding areas, pedestrian walkways
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that are at least 1.5 metres wide, and
ensure that people are at least 1.5 metres
apart. (Coronavirus COVID-19 |
Government.nl, 2021)

determine where the sun would strike the
site during peak hours and what level of
shade the site would receive.

Additionally, during the planning stage,
these other venues also changed
frequently, forcing the installation to be
relocated multiple times. Among the sites
were a concert tent and a few others.
They were inspirational for future
installations, given the shading and
movement advantages of tents, together
with the climatic criteria provided later in
the thesis.

Figure 47. Types of material available for
pilot installation rendered (author’s own)

Figure 46. Materials available (author’s
own)
The accessibility requirements of certain
vehicles, people, and other items
regarding inclusion in the municipal plans
caused the development of multiple
iterations and versions of the municipal
plans leading to significant planning
considerations rather than climatological
ones. (See figure 49)
The initial iterations of this pilot were
concerned primarily with undertaking
design based on site analysis and
observations. The sun mapping and
shading simulations were carried out to

The main hypothesis was that the
installation would be most effective if it
were perceived as a complement to the
existing trees. The potential for shading
the un-shaded portions of the square
would be great. In order to provide shade,
other alternatives were researched
including building a large green wall,
whose density would provide the most
effective cooling, as illustrated by figures
48, 50, and 51.
Furthermore, it was explored how a green
corridor could be constructed, a similar
type of installation to FAHR0213.
However, due to space limitations, both
this design and another were rejected in
accordance with the municipal plan shown
in figure 49.
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Figure 48. Early iteration green corridor
(author’s own)

Figure 51. Various stages of the iterations.

Figure 49. Final regulatory plan in
combination with municipal regulations.
(Provided by the municipality)

Figure 52. The final iteration.

Figure 50. Sketches to study different
setups
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Launch event
The final iteration was made and
approved by residents, event managers
and arborists. It was then installed on the
26th. As discussions had already taken
place with residents on the 19th, the
difference between the weather was too
great for any reasonable assumption or
conclusion to be drawn.

Figure 54. Potential shadow zone of the
Fransiscanessenplein.
Figure 53. The building of the square on
the 26th.
The design was spread out again to
examine how the layout worked out in
several different setups. The difficult part
of the design was finding a balance
between the effectiveness of the
climate-adapted part and the ease of use
of the space combined with the
regulations. Therefore it was decided that
the design should be iterated upon in
order to satisfy the specific requirements
of the site that can be seen in figure 52
and built in figure 53. This layout is
designed with the shadows evident in
figure 54 by using the layout with
movement depicted in figure 55.
The pilot study on Fransiscanessenplein
can be described as a polystructure.
These "modular" structures were built with
a combination of pallets, trees, shrubs as
well as potted plants that were easily
moved according to the needs of the
project.

The paths used in the pilot installation
were interesting as dividers and giving
more meaning to the space as seen in
figure 55. On the 19th, the residents said
they did not like the openness at all
because they felt out in the open and the
placement of such an installation mitigated
this feeling. This is an important lesson for
constructing such installations.
In terms of esthetics, a lot of wood was
used, and people appreciated its "softer"
nature, as compared to the hard stone
and concrete of the rest of the space. As
we mentioned earlier, the day wasn't hot
enough to feel a significant cooling effect,
but from an aesthetic standpoint, it still
gave the combination of plants and
modular pallet structures a purpose, even
if the climate-adapted part was absent.
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Figure 55. Top view analysis (Author’s
own)

Figure 56. Artist impression ground view

was conducted to see if the installation
produced additional cooling effects in
addition to the trees, as they designed it
as an additional system for them. In
addition to the control site with trees, a
control site was established without trees
as seen in figure 58.
The PET simulation results are shown in
Table 1. The PET index decreases when
trees and plants are added to the empty
space, lowering heat stress levels from
severe to moderate for the combined
variation.
This simulation result indicates that the
morning is not effective for determining
local cooling effects, as tall buildings
shade the site. In subsequent phases, the
trees at the "base site" will remain intact,
and only the installation itself will be
altered.

Empty

Trees

Trees +
installation

26.66 °C

23.58 °C

21.68°C

Table 1. PET outcome pilot simulation

Figure 57. Realized installation
Simulation pilot
Due to the absence of significant heat
stress on the GreenQuays launch event
day, simulations were required to
determine the cooling effects. The 26th of
September was selected for the simulation
of the pilot weather conditions.

The results as seen in figure 59 indicate
relatively low temperatures because the
area was shady in the morning and shady
in the evening.
It should be noted that for future phases,
peak heat hours should be set for when
they are hotter. According to the EPW
data, the hot hours are between 11:00 and
17:00, that is, when the cooling effect is
greatest. The cooling effect drops before
and after these hours, when the sun does
not reflect as much on the surface.

To determine whether local cooling is
produced by the pilot installation or not, it
should be compared to the case in which
no pilot installation is present. Another test
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Figure 59. Differences in PET average
between 10:00 and 22:00 on a hot day
between the installation from top to bottom
(Empty, trees, trees + installation)
(Author’s own)

Figure 58. Control site, trees and
combination (Author’s own)

In addition to shade, the wind is another
variable to be considered. East of the
square, there is a downward breeze, as
can be seen in simulation results. The
simulation resulted in more shade and
more penetrating winds from both
directions, but it cannot be said that most
of the cooling was a result of
evapotranspiration. In order to determine
the difference between shade and
evapotranspiration, a comparative
analysis will be conducted between
installation with evapotranspiration and
installation without evapotranspiration.
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Criteria pilot
The pilot installation meets all climatic
criteria by providing a comfortable micro
climate that utilizes the wind, plants assist
in evapotranspiration, and soft materials
combine all of these factors. The
ephemeral criteria were met partially due
in part to the heavy parts, especially the
large trees and plants that required cranes
for set-up, detracting from the
lightweightness criteria.
The historic center of the city is located on
a narrow road, so the crane had difficulty
locating the site. The crane's logistics
were hindered by the narrow one-way
streets surrounding the construction site,
while lightweight objects such as plants
could be moved more easily due to their
lightness.
The ephemeral criteria of adaptability,
flexibility, and lightness were not met in
the pilot test, and were not effective when
combined with conventional
evapotranspiration methods for heavy
plants. The installation should strike a
delicate balance between the adaptive
features and its ephemeral elements.
If heavy construction equipment and
specialized equipment are not employed,
the installation will be hindered in its
ephemeral characteristics. Ideally, in order
for a new installation to be created without
heavy tools or machinery, the design must
be fast, adaptive, and efficient.

Figure 60. Pilot analysis square (Author’s
own)

Inefficient spatial layout, such as used in
the pilot installation has disadvantages as
shown in figure 60. The space becomes
cramped and people have to move around
obstacles a lot, thereby restricting the free
flow of people.
Although the installation provided a more
immersive experience and more comfort,
the limitation was the lack of space to
move. Future installations should be
designed to allow for greater flexibility and
be climate-adaptive.
During the pilot phase, a series of informal
and formal interviews were conducted with
a group of residents to evaluate the
developing criteria. Residents observed
that more vegetation and flowers made
the square appear more inviting, however,
they felt that the reduced usable space
was a negative consequence. However,
they did believe that more open space
was needed.
In the case of Fransiscanessenplein, two
barren benches and three large trees
decorate the square, but residents tend to
avoid walking right over the center of the
square because they feel vulnerable. It
was discussed how to create an outdoor
space in the middle of the building by
installing an installation and remove some
of this vulnerability. They also commented
on the view from the terrace from the
apartment complex adjacent to the
square. Based on their perspective of the
surroundings they are lobbying for green
roofs in the vicinity of the square and in
line with the goals of the GreenQuays
initiative.
In this regard, they were interested in
beautiful structures, both from above and
from below. They advised me to pay
special attention to the sidewalks, since
there was a problem with the pilot
installation that caused the clogging of
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many sidewalks.Regardless of aesthetics,
they were pleased that the installation
provided access to the community. When
the full community was invited to view the
installation, really interesting discussions
ensued about how the space functions
and how it is perceived.
Conclusion pilot
Based on the criteria, precedents, and
literature, plus the pilot investigation,
monostructures such as tensile or modular
seem to be a logical choice for
climate-adapted ephemeral installations.
They must be lightweight, allow for wind
ventilation, be adaptable to location and
circumstances, and have enough space
underneath to be used for events. Finally,
they should allow movement since they
are limited on the ground, and create
semi-outdoor spaces in which people can
walk while conversing.
Since one of the criteria is modularity, the
question here is how to utilize this
modularity to the advantage of the design
process. With this in mind, the parametric
method using the plugin "Grasshopper"
will be explored in the rest of this thesis.
This leads to questions about form,
adaptability, and materiality. Additionally, a
study of evapotranspiration must be
completed before an optimal and final
shape can be designed. All this will take
place in the next phase involving
parametrics.

Parametric form phase
Prior to studying the possibility of local
cooling, it is necessary to develop a form
that will provide a realistic monostructure
to the material analysis. Ephemeral
structures according to the criteria are
light, adaptable and flexible, hence a
parametric form is required that meets
these requirements and can be applied to
the Fransiscanessenplein based on
precedents of monostructures.
Iterations parametric form
The development of a methodology for
designing monostructures that are tensile
and modular is important; using PET
simulations to test for adjustment for the
climate is essential to determining the
outcome.
One caveat is that the more complicated
the installation, the more time-consuming
and time-consuming testing becomes, so
materiality needs to be tested at the end
of iterations of this phase.
Simulation allows the creation of
structures that are accurate and adhere to
the laws of physics calculated through
computer simulation. The computer can
simulate real-life behaviors and artifacts
while incorporating a computer-aided
design environment (CAD) that allows
geometric shapes to be generated or to
interact with materials under the influence
of gravity. (Piker, 2013)
The parameters for the parametric
installation structures in this thesis were
derived from research, precedents, and
pilot testing. These parameters can be
applied to both modular and tensile
structures. Both share a similar external
shape or form, however, the materials and
the structural elements differ.
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The tensile structure and the modular
installation will have a similar configuration
at 9.8G gravity, where the structure is
divided in the model into a network of
segments that are supported vertically and
horizontally by vertical or horizontal
panels. Tensile structures require external
or internal support beams, while modular
structures will stand on their own if they
are properly built.

The network was simplified in the second
iteration to produce a cleaner, simpler
model, and the four anchors could be
distributed more evenly in the air. (see
figure 62,63). Simulations of intermediate
climates indicate that model 2 is not
suitable as a cooling structure as the
openings block direct sunlight and
radiation from the building. This renders
the recipe ineffective as seen in figure 63.

A problem of relaxation of the network was
encountered during the first iteration. If the
points selected were too high or too far
apart, the networks broke extremely thin.
See figure 61 & 69.
These structures seem more difficult to
simulate due to their structural complexity.
The relationship between climate-adaptive
criteria, such as shading and ventilation
for wind, and design and shape is crucial.
Due to this, the iteration cannot be
modified depending on the orientation of
the structure for consideration of climate
adaptation.

Figure 62. Recipe Iteration 2: 4 evenly
spaced anchors (Author’s own)

The other challenge is that a single anchor
cannot provide sufficient usable space, so
multiple anchors are required to expand
the network in a more flexible manner and
to provide more usable space.
Figure 63. Iteration 2 PET simulation
(Author’s own)

Figure 61. Recipe Iteration 1 relaxing the
form single anchor lack of usable space
(author’s own)

The final structure selected for comparison
in the PET study is supported by four
anchor points on the ground and two
"imaginary" anchor points in the sky as
seen in figure 64,65. The recipe has the
parameters of 9.8G (Earth's gravitational
pull), the network can be divided into 50
by 50 points or lines, the points being
utilized to create the fabric and enable the
fabric to take shape through the use of
physics animation and simulation.
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The network lines can either be used to
connect the tensile structure or to join
smaller plates and beams to test their
modular quality. The next step will be to
redefine what tensile and modular means.

Figure 66. Example of a more complex
tensile structure with multiple anchors and
guiding points. (Author’s own)
Through design of the tensile structure,
the sun can be accommodated by
positioning it to absorb solar radiation. By
employing lightweight materials that are
flexible, adaptable and light, all of the
criteria of ephemera is accomplished.
Figure 64. Final iteration: Above outer
cladding, below modular framework. Same
form, different build up. 4 anchors in the
ground, 2 in the air. (Author’s own)

Figure 67. Form finding recipe by
grasshopper kangaroo plugin (Author’s
own)

Figure 65. PET simulation final iteration
(Author’s own)
Tensile constructions include the anchor
points, the surface to be suspended, and
finally the anchor points from which they
hang. Simple models can be simulated
using PET. More complex models can
also be computed with PET, but the PET
computation becomes increasingly
complex as the model becomes more
detailed. (See Figure 65, 66)

Tensile structures do not rely on external
or internal poles or objects to "direct" them
into the desired shapes.Modular structures
have other advantages in that a modular
design can be made almost anywhere with
a simple set of beams and connecting
nodes. The simpler the building blocks
are, the easier it is to construct an
affordable, scalable, and customizable
structure.
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The simulations of the two initial iterations
were inadequate due to the difficulty of
constructing an appropriate
monostructure. (Seen in table 2) These
installations were set up so inefficiently for
the circumstances on the square that they
had almost no effect climatologically.

Figure 68. Form founded a modular
structure with sun paths for calculation
and humans to scale. (Author’s own)
The ability to carry loads, which are plants
for evapotranspiration to produce local
cooling effects, is another potential
advantage of the modular system over
tensile systems. A disadvantage is the
less potential adaptability of a modular
structure.
The proposed adaptability of modular
structures most likely results from being
either nodular or porous. In this case,
openings in the membrane can be used
by sliding elements to let the wind in. By
placing individual elements, it scores high
on flexibility and adaptability and adheres
to the adaptability criterion. However, this
is not used in this work due to its infinite
complexity, but this flexibility may be used
in future research.

Simulation parametric form
The use of tensile or modular structures
for local cooling is evaluated in order to
see their utility. Based on precedents,
literature reviews, and research findings, a
variety of materials commonly are used for
cooling the microclimate, such as wood,
fabric, metals and plants. Therefore, these
will also undergo testing for their
climate-adaptive properties and for their
ephemeral characteristics, since both
must be met.

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

39.88

38.12

Table 2. Initial iterations barely effect PET
simulation
Honeybee has a material library for wood,
fabrics and metals (ISO standards). It is
imperative still to refine what type of plants
and mosses to be used and what their
properties are.
Fabrics will be tested for tensile strength.
Wood, metal and evapotranspiration on
one module to do a comparative analysis.

Figure 69. Iteration 1 parametric form.
(Author’s own)
Finally, a "green" layer will be tested under
the structure to study the effects of
evapotranspiration under an installation
and to determine if this is a noticeable
effect that should be included in the
research.
To determine what type of tensile material
can be used, there are three different
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categories as far as the material is
concerned. PVC Coated Polyester Fabric,
PTFE-coated and ETFE sheets. The latter
two are used for durable structures. So
take the material properties of a
PVC-coated polyester fabric and assume
that a tensile structure needs to be
adaptable to be as effective as possible.
Then build one tensile structure and cover
it with ISO 10966 fabric and a second with
a nanoporous material via transpiration.
(Ke et al., 2018; ISO 10966, 2020) The
material chosen is for the tensile structure

structure. The framework itself must then
end up being the slabs. Mosses have the
potential of low maintenance with the
disadvantage of a certain brittle element.
Analysis for weight, efficiency and
resilience shows that a mixture of grasses
and mosses will be safest. A combination
of P. commune, P. piliferum and A.
andulutum has also been frequently
chosen in vegetative roofs. (Bakatovich
and Gaspar, 2019)

a highly white albedo (ISO 10966, 2020)
and for the modular structure ISO wood
beams. (ISO 22389-2:2020, 2020)

The properties of these plants had to be
transferred to the parametric recipe and
can be seen in the following figure 71 and
applied on a covering as seen in figure 72.

The difference in material led to the
hypothesis regarding the thickness of the
tensile structure and whether it affects the
property performance at PET. A
simulation, shown in figure 70, was
conducted using ISO 10966 fabric
thicknesses of 1.2, 2.4, and 3.6 mm. The
results were found to be negligible and so
the thinnest form of 1.2 mm was used for
the tensile structures.

Figure 71. Evapotranspiration
characteristics. (Author’s own)

Figure 70. Materials test of tensile
structures thickness in mm. (Author’s own)
Grasses and mosses can have a cooling
effect and decrease PET. There must be a
synthesis of the entire extensive and
intensive systems. The maintenance effort
is not possible in the ephemeral single

Figure 72. Simulation model Materials
study (framework) (Author’s own)
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The PET simulation as seen in table 3
shows clear PET decreases from the
installation. Both the tensile and modular
tests are very promising, and as a control
test, a structural drop also showed
significant decreases, as this shape was
not yet fully calibrated to the square itself.
In terms of material, the biggest difference
was the addition of an evapotranspiration
cover. Both the tensile & the modular
variants were tested with their basic
prepositions.
No installation

41.12

TENSILE tent
fabric

33.90

TENSILE
nanoporous fiber

33.13

MODULAR wood
frame

MODULAR metal
frame

33.98

An alternative hypothesis was to see if
evapotranspiration cooled significantly
under the system, as in the trees or by the
system itself.
The effect under the square as seen in
figure 73 and table 4 was a difference of
0.06 degrees PET, which is a negligible
effect. Certainly if green layers have the
negative side effect of requiring more
maintenance and an additional "material"
is required. A possible solution could be to
use green structures under the installation
for the "visual" aesthetics of cooling
.

Figure 73. Green vegetation underneath
PET study (Author’s own)

No green layer

A green layer
underneath

30.24

30.18

34.09

Table 4. Green layer underneath PET
results
MODULAR wood
frame +
vegetation
covering

MODULAR wood +
vegetation +
Structure drop
.3m

32.24

30.24

Table 3. Findings PET material study
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Tensile and modular structures are both
promising for local cooling whilst adhering
to ephemeral and social criteria.

Both are flexible and light in the
short-term. Based on the adaptable
criteria, the tensile structure performs
better, but when evaluated based on the
modular criteria, it performs worse.

When it comes to reducing heat stress,
blocking the sun and adding
evapotranspiration coverings seem to be
the most effective methods.

In the end, it is decided to employ the
modular design since a complex movable
or configurable construction lies beyond
the scope of this Master’s thesis.

Criteria parametric form

When comparing the same shape in
non-configurable structures, cover
structures or claddings have the
advantage. When adaptable systems are
considered, which can have varying
shapes throughout the day, heat reduction
is more effective since both the sun and
wind can affect cooling performance. By
playing into them, unsatisfactory blocking,
as well as wind inlets, is reduced, as
shown in figure 74
It should be noted though that there are
still problems with heat entry during the
day when the sun is not at it’s highest and
solar rays at an angle heat the space
below as seen in figure 75.

Figure 75. Problems with heat entry during
parts of the day. (Author’s own)

Figure 74. Movement through parametric
form. (Author’s own)
Modular structures present greater
challenges than traditional structures, yet
have the potential to be more useful in
terms of site design. Additionally, modular
structures would consist of fewer
elements, which is advantageous for
short-term, ephemeral criteria.
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Modular variations
phase
For understanding an optimal form and
function and to answer questions related
to the potential for evapotranspiration on
an ephemeral installation. It is imperative
to optimize the structure on the basis of
"climate-adaptive," "ephemeral," and
"social" criteria, especially considering the
Fransiscanessenplein.
Iterations modular variations
The first objective is to create a model for
a climate-adapted structure constructed
out of wood and evapotranspiration,
similar to the final outcome for the
previous phase. The wood frame
construction was selected due to the need
for evapotranspiration and wood
construction.
By combining drawing, wind and sun
analyses, and previous position analysis,
the layout has been designed to open up
from all five sides. For the three streets
and the east-to-west passage, the layout
provides for pedestrian paths as shown in
figure 76. Physically, the openings must
be both small and modular, including a
westward opening to allow direct wind
flow. Furthermore, the installation's height
must be sufficient enough for people to
enter, yet low enough not to overheat the
installation throughout the day.

The structure of the wooden frame shell
required its own approach to form finding
and engineering. Initially, the previous
recipe was used to test the vegetation.
The problem was the structure was not
very robust and did not provide much
cooling because it was built fairly high.
A few modifications to the design were
made and PET simulations were
conducted, concluding to construct a
lower form that would provide better
protection from sunlight. In the first
module, the framework was designed but
was difficult to adapt to and the PET
effects were not very strong as seen in
figure 77.

Figure 77. Iteration 1 network (Author’s
own)
Those constraints caused the problem of
the current parametric recipe limitations. If
a protected area were built using the
existing recipe, the anchor points would
"pull" strongly toward the hanging points,
resulting in less people movement but
greater PET cooling. There would need to
be a solution allowing movement while
remaining low enough at the entrances to
provide cooling effects.

Figure 76. Sketching for layout design
(Author’s own)
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this network and the structure is able to
stand on its own height and weight.
The procedure with a visual guide (see
Figures 80 and 81) is as follows:

Figure 78. Intermediate iterations
(Author’s own)

Form-finding procedures modular variants.
a. Create anchor points
b. Link anchor points
c. Chamfer points to create openings
in selected areas.
d. Create a network surface.
e. Divide the surface into equal grids
f. Link the surfaces
g. Create form-finding at 9.8G

During the intermediate iterations, optimal
structure variants were created as shown
in figure 78, presenting a problem with
parametric design constraints to be
explored in the discussion, whilst adaptive
tests of beam thickness were done as
seen in figure 79.

Figure 80. Different steps of iteration 3 of
the form-finding procedure. (Author’s own)

Figure 79. Beam thickness tests. (Author’s
own)
The recipe was modified to create anchor
points that are connected. Additionally,
chamfered holes were created near each
other to create entrances. An increasing
negative gravity of 9.8 G was applied to

Figure 81. Recipe form-finding recipe
(Author’s own)
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By changing the basic points on the
ground a new structure was found with
different openings. Furthermore, at points
c and d the height, chamfering and gravity
could be changed as parameters. The
challenge was writing a recipe for this
structure. The sliders were added so that
the openings can be adjusted to any
height. All the steps have been
parameterized to quickly allow for different
types of designs to be tested in the PET
model.
.
Figure 83. Steps to create detailed design

Simulation modular variants
Table 6 illustrates the results from the
simulation using the same set of material
parameters as used for phase one. To
enable comparisons between installation
options, each installation has a similar
amount of evapotranspiration surface in
m2 calculated from the recipe as seen in
table 5.
Figure 82. Different phases of the
form-finding process from ground to
elevation. (Author’s own)
Finally, for a better understanding of the
model, a procedure was developed to
obtain detailed materials from the mesh
created in the previous step..
A point cloud was extracted from the
network and an equidistant triangular grid
was created from the points. Nodes were
then created at the intersection points of
the grid. Lastly, these nodes and lines
were connected to create another network
of individual parts, from which beams,
nodes, and plates are created to produce
a parameterized but detailed model.
(Figure 82 & 83)

All installations are constructed with wood
frames combined with wood and
evapotranspiration cladding based on the
efficiency of the previous phase.

No
variant

Variant
A

Variant
B

Variant
C

x

45.95

46.12

45.98

Table 5. Evapotranspiration in m^2
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Figure 84. Recipe comparing areas of
evapotranspiration in m^2 (Author’s own)

Figure 88. Variant C (Author’s own)
No
variant

Variant
A

Variant
B

Variant
C

41.12

29.56

28.38

29.58

Table 6. Results PET study Modular
variations in Celsius deg.

Figure 85. Control proof without a variant
(Author’s own)

In conclusion, Variant B appears the most
effective for reducing solar heat gain into
the building. While there remains a
difference in thermal performance
between Variant A and C for some
periods, this difference has lessened over
time. While A seems to be less efficient,
its design gives the building thermal
conductivity allowing it to retain heat better
than C.
Furthermore, its opening is much larger in
the direction of the wind, allowing for a
more effective cooling effect.

Figure 86. Variant A (Author’s own)

Figure 87. Variant B (Author’s own)
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Criteria modular variants
Simulation results demonstrate that all
three variants provide local cooling more
effectively than their predecessor phase
and without variant. Variant B has the
lowest structure and its openings are more
skewed from the hot sun. It receives
cooling from the wind that enters the
building and protection from the sun in
general through the use of the same
evapotranspiration surface area.
During this phase, the ephemeral criteria
are similar to those in the previous phase,
as the recipe allows, due to it's consistent
network pattern, to create lightweight
materials. These requirements will be
refined during the next phase.
The social criteria do differ between the
installations. For example, comfort of
experience and ease of movement are
taken into consideration. There was a
clear difference between Variant B and
Variant A. Variant B had the optimal
openings and Variant C and A either had
too much or too little openings.

Figure 89. Movement study and openings
(Author’s own)
In terms of movement and social
interaction, the five openings enhance the
walkability and experience in the building,
thus making it more appealing as shown in
figure 89.
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Detailed phase
In order to optimize the recipe, meet
criteria, and improve the design outcomes
and recipes from the "modular variants"
section, further research is required. The
challenge is to design the final version to
meet the criteria while ensuring optimal
appearance and functionality and to
answer the RQ’s.
Iterations detailed installation

This thesis proposes a structure in which
beams are interconnected by nodes, with
every node containing six joints to which
beams can be securely attached. Figure
91,93 shows a recipe how the beams
should be spaced so that they are flexible
and modular and can form layers.
Under an evapotranspiration cover with
mosses as pictured in figure 96, a strong
structural requirement exists for support. A
monolayer beam structure, such as
Toledo's gridshell, may pose problems
due to its lack of precedents for such
structures. (See figure 93)

Figure 90. Precedent toledo gridshell as
inspiration (DAmico, Kermani and Zhang,
2014)
The Toledo shell from the precedents
provides an inspiration to think about form
going from the modular variations, as it
meets the ephemeral criteria of
modularity, flexibility and lightweight, as
well as not being truly climate-adapted. It’s
latticework is uniform and this allows for
modularity, something which is also kept
in mind within the modular variation
recipe. (see figure 90).

Figure 91. A beam structure consists of an
outer and inner layer. (Author’s own)
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Figure 92. Triangular grid-shells which are
on top of it. (Author’s own)

Figure 94. A top down view shows the
triangular cladding, the understructure and
a combinational approach. (Author's Own)

Figure 95. Combinations of mosses as
described in material phase (Bakatovich et
al. 2019)

Figure 93. Beam structure is made up of
three parts: the outer layer is purple, the
inner layer is red, and the connecting
elements are green. (Author's own)

The cladding can be wood panels as
suggested in figure 92, which would fit
between or slightly over the beam network
created in figure 94. This network is
eventually covered with a combination of
mosses as seen in figure 95 to enable it to
be built within the Fransiscanessenplein
as seen in figure 96.
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Ultimately, the two-layered structure did
not provide sufficient under-ground space,
so the two-layer hypothesis had to be
abandoned in favor of one-beam
structures, but that resulted in a reduction
in evapotranspiration.
A heavier version of the model was
developed using thicker beams to support
both the paneling and evapo-transpiration
mats on top of the wood paneling.

Figure 96. The Fransiscanessenplein with
installation is shown in comparison with
the current Fransiscanessenplein.

Figure 98. Final recipe installation
(Author’s own)

Figure 97. Beam structure.
In the following iterations, overlapping
structural elements such as shells
mounted on columns were explored,
which are derived from modular elements.
The structures of these variations utilize
equal lengths of lattice to simplify the
structure by requiring each component to
be the same size and thickness and
therefore be easy reused.

The final recipe, shown in figure 98, has
four openings with a minimum height of
2.17 meters and a maximum height of
4.34 meters. With a 17.65 meter span and
a 4.85 meter bottom width, all entrances
are easily accessible while still feeling
spacious inside. (See figure
99,100,101,102)
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The openings open to the shopping
district, the apartments on the east as well
as the entrances on the south and west, in
order to enhance the pedestrian
experience.

Figure 101. Isometric three layers.
(Author’s own)

Figure 99. Final iteration covering
schematic (Author’s own)

Figure 100. Thick sliding beam carrying
structure (Author’s own)

Figure 102. Thicker structure visualized.
(Author’s own)

Simulation detailed installation
Simulations were conducted to compare
the performance of Variant B, which was
the most effective in the previous study,
and the detailed final installation. Using
the same parameters on which the
variants are evaluated as the final design,
along with taking both environmental and
social factors into account, the final
optimized design will be evaluated.
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Criteria detailed installation
No
installation

Detailed
final
installation

Variant B

41.12

27.95

28.38

Table 7. Effects simulation PET final
site-design.
Table 7 and 104 of the detailed installation
versus variant B provide some interesting
information. Variant B could still be
improved, but not in an extremely large
way. Upon closer examination certain
openings appear to be rather small, so it is
decided to make small adjustments to the
recipe and in the points that form the
original design of the site.
Finally, with regard to the
evapotranspiration cover, the improved
design provides improved cooling through
the use of evapotranspiration. According
to the PET index, heat stress levels have
decreased from a high level to a moderate
level.

The structure is now wind optimized and
has a maximum evapotranspiration
surface. It is open to the wind through the
use of wind holes in wood and the
combination of moss.
According to the ephemeral criterion, the
installation has an adaptable lightweight
beam frame that can be tailored to meet
the varied needs and conditions of the
square.
Finally, for social criteria, there are large
open areas where people can walk
through freely, and feel comfortable and at
home. It has been designed with a lot of
open space so that all visitors can pass
freely throughout the building, as
illustrated in figure 104.
By providing 5 openings, the installation
can allow movement from all points in the
square, including the apartments.
Furthermore, a large usable space is
created within and underneath the
installation for daily needs.

Figure 103. PET site-design final review.
(Author’s own)
Figure 104. Top down movement enabled.
(Author’s own)
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Installations visualized

Figure 105. On the hottest moment of the day the installation provides cooling.
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Figure 106. Integration within the Fransiscanessenplein

Daytime

Figure 110. Above simple design sans
people. (Author’s own)
Figure 107. Access point from bridge
(Author’s own)

Figure 111. Isometric view square with
installation (Author’s own)
Figure 108. Top-down view and
movement possibilities. (Author’s own)
During daylight hours, the installation acts
as a cooling device that can be used to
decrease the intensity of heat during the
summer. The installation is open for
people and air to pass through, creating
movement, movements, social situations,
and more, potentially increasing a sense
of comfort.

Figure 112. Visualizations of
climate-adaptive ephemeral installation
(Author’s own)

Figure 109. Front-view schematic
(Author’s own)

The installation provides greenery that can
easily be observed from nearby
apartments as well as the street level,
which further enhances the value of the
area as a refreshing place during the
summer months when it’s built. The cool,
casual ambiance of the installation
provides people with space to relax,
converse, and meet friends. The gathering
of people is a user experience combined
with the need for greenery in the inner city.
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Night
Night

Figure 113. Nighttime view
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square
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members. and
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Figure 117. Nighttime view (Author’s own)

Schematics

Figure 116. Top view detailed mosses
(Author’s own)

Figure 114. Cut-sections (Author’s own)

The three-layer approach as seen in figure
114 is represented in the sectional views,
consisting of a modular frame that
supports a wooden panel on which the
evaporation moss is presented on mats.
The modular frame is then filled with the
wooden panels, and only then with the
mats as seen in figure 115.

Figure 117. Isometric rendering detailed
mosses. (Author’s own)
Mosses can be applied in mats on wood
to cover the installation as seen in figure
116,117. The more they cover, along with
the light soil and wooden base, the
stronger the layer becomes. The
combination of mosses achieves a firm,
yet lush layer over the light soil.

Figure 115. A Detailed combination of
mosses zoomed in.(Author’s own)
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Discussion integrated
design
Modular furniture
The simulation of green vegetation
beneath structures ran during the form
phase tended to produce small results and
will not really seem to have much impact
on the thesis as it stands. However, they
may provide an attractive view, a social or
aesthetic factor, or an interesting visual for
the thesis. (Figure 118, 119, 120 and 121)

Figure 119. Variant B (Author’s own)
The various variations of modular furniture
have demonstrated that parametric
modeling technology can produce almost
any shape and size. Corrections to the
recipe that establishes the parameters can
produce a wide variety of variations and
shapes, since the parameters are set not
by designers, but by the recipe itself.

Figure 118. Variant A (Author’s own)
In order to accommodate the need for
seating and to avoid interfering with
ephemeral installations, the parametric
recipe of the bigger installation could be
used to create smaller installations that
might be used, for instance, as seating.
Therefore, modular furniture must adhere
to the elements of modularity, flexibility,
and adaptability... Accordingly, the design
was chosen to complement the structure,
on a smaller scale, as a seating element
for pandemics. Iterative versions included
many of the same elements, but the roof
was made from wooden planks or
evapotranspiration.

Figure 120. Variant C has flatter areas for
seating and height levels which allow play.
(Author’s own)
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Figure 121. Modular furniture of variant C
(Author’s own)

Analysis integrated design
Because simulation was not possible due
to the physical complexity of the number
of elements within the combinatorial
landscape, the results could not be
verified on a large scale.
On the other hand, as a landscape
architect, it's important to reflect a holistic
level of skillset but because of the
technical reasons it was put in this
discussion section.
Green Quays' goals and historical
perspectives are combined with mitigation
best practices while focusing on
ephemeral installations that will function
as focal points and present significant
variations within the site.

Figure 122. Analysis integrated design
suitable and unsuitable areas for
vegetation (Author’s own)
The square and extended quays offer
some potential areas for vegetation the
metal extension of the Franciscanessen
Church, the roofs and some of the areas
along the quays. The nearby church is
not suitable since it’s protected as historic
preservation.
If successful, the ongoing tests being
carried out by GreenQuays would include
lush greenery on the quay walls as well.
Furthermore, a line must be drawn in the
center of the square for the historical city
wall.
Integrated within the greenquays
Landscape architecture seeks to produce
a holistic design; the focus is on matter.
There was a struggle between the need to
design an idea which incorporates
physical data and the combinatorial
features of landscape architecture.
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First in this isometrc view the most striking features are the green
rooftops and panels along some of the buildings. Further down the street
has been divided within ‘green spaces’ with a combination of the old trees
and year-round owers, ferns and various shrubbery.

Figure 132. Map view (Author’s own)

On the ground various types of ephemeral installations give differing degrees of
cooling and can have varying usages such as along the quays or can even be more
sculptural by nature. On the quay level two types of walls are created, one is the
current proposed which is a mix of vegetation and brick. Further along the quays
a moss / grass layer is proposed which also is used in the design.

fl

Figure 123, Isometric view of the
Quays (Author’s own)

City wall

Detailed installation as
simulated in thesis
Various degree
Of covering within
city wall

Quay allley covering

The uncnovered
galley

Detailed installation alternative
optimized for different circumstances
with different parameters

s


Figure 124. map of the quays
with most important ephemeral
installations.

Figure 125.
Sections in three
varying zoom ins.

Section showing the various types of
Ephemeral installations within an integrate
GreenQuays solution

d


 


Care is created to integrate the principles of evapotranspiration, wind, MRT & radiation
within the quays whilst being mindful of the GreenQuays goals.

Figure 127. Cycling view

A bicycle tunnel created for temporary shade along the
quay streets, one of many created along the quays. Such a
tunnel would be easily setup as a quick x but could also
have other functions, for example a divider of space.

fi

Figure 126. Bicycle tunnel left
entrance Quays

Figure 127. Nighttime indoor lighting

The installation can be moved in a variety of
ways and be created with and without layers. It’s
flexibility makes it wonderful for sculptural
installations into the narrow streets of Breda.

Figure 128. Sculptural example with
Partial covering leading into alleyway

Night views create a festive atmosphere
and a sheltered space that can be
accessed at any time, whether it is sunny
or raining. Even when the installation
vanishes at the end of the summer, it
remains an important part of the local
landscape even after it has discontinued
operation.
They feature green roofs, walls that
incorporate green panels, and special
perks that allow for evapotranspiration.
The design was tailored to the company's
goal of enhancing biodiversity, reducing
microclimates, and improving quality of
life. (Groene kades langs de nieuwe mark
| Green Quays Breda, 2020)
In the designs of the city wall, historical,
climate adaptive features are incorporated
while preserving the historical aspect. As
such, ephemeral components can offer
countless other planning opportunities
while being able to evolve with future
development of the city. The model can be
easily modified and rebuilt in a different
configuration, thus reducing the
complexity and cost of the project.

Figure 129. Installation with multiple
gradients

Figure 130. Installation sculpturally creating vertical covering
Against heat stress

Figure 131 The quay protected structure towards the uncovered galley
(Author’s own)

Figure 132. The uncovered galley

Not all parts have to be fully covered and
evapotransportative. By removing panels partially
lit coverings could be created which provide shade
but do not fully darken the enclosed space. On the
top left is shown the grass
Coverings on t he buildings in a cohesive
GreenQuays integrated design.

Figure 132. The uncovered galley
(Author’s own)
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Figure 133. View from the uncovered galley towards the variant optimized for the West part of the square.
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Discussion
The thesis proposes an installation that
reduces urban heat stress while
simultaneously meeting the squares
requirements. A balance needs to be
maintained between the cooling
requirement and the space requirements.
The thesis suggests that future projects
could provide cooling without a permanent
installation. The heat-stress index via PET
may be reduced by including some level of
evapotranspiration and potential cooling –
this would enable people to live in greater
comfort in an urban area.
In addition to their climate-adaptive and
ephemeral potential, these structures help
not only separate a space between
different uses, but they can also be
re-used in new ways to improve the
comfort and aesthetic appeal of a public
space. However, both general or specific
principles may be applicable to a specific
setting, such as Fransiscanessenplein.
Studying how ephemeral installations in
urban environments can undergo
adaptation from a climate-adapted and
social perspective will be an important
area for future research.
Additional limitations include the ability to
respond to changing climate conditions
within a specific timeframe. Although it is
an important subject, adaptability may be
more appropriately explored in a doctoral
dissertation.

The idea of contextual urbanism and
ephemeral architecture has previously
been explored, but it has met with
difficulty, just as it did with the contextual
model. As more research was conducted
in this thesis, the concept of contextual
urbanism in combination with ephemeral
architecture emerged throughout the
experiments.
Theoretically, ephemeral architecture is
contextual in that it should integrate
elements such as how people move, how
the wind behaves, how plants and animals
behave, as well as how the surrounding
environment was designed, including
streets and paths.
The thesis does not explore in depth the
concept of contextual areas because there
has been little research in this area. But, in
order to help in hypothesizing the links in
the relationship between place and
architecture, a series of animated case
studies was developed with a parametric
formula. (See figure 133) The thesis
conclusion and theme should be concise
and clear; hence, a contextual model
cannot be pursued. Otherwise, one might
think that this thesis provides countless
possibilities; adaptability is such a way to
achieve this as seen in figure 132.

Reflection on theory
In literature and theory, ephemerality has
been applied to many things, including
festivals and conceptual media. It is
imperative that we examine what other
theories and concepts about ephemerality
exist and investigate their implications
beyond this thesis.

Figure 133. Adaptability discussion tensile
structure (Author’s own)
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On account of this adaptability potential a
very relevant question remains
unresolved: the customizable versus the
uncustomizable structure. The topic of the
customizable structure was explored,
however a similar structure could be
designed in a modular structure with
panels or pores as tested in figure 134.

Figure 135. Discussion configurability of
the externals. (Author’s own)

Figure 134. Tests of porosity and
adaptability in modular structures.
For instance, a structure cannot always
benefit from the sun or the wind's cooling.
One possibility is to use a flexible design,
especially when urban conditions
change depending on the location of
time. This allows to adjust the anchors
or open or close new openings, routes and sizes.
This was tested with experimental recipes
as seen in figure 135.
Communities can design space, then
utilize it and exploit it in this manner.
However, this is complicated by the
spectacle of building, tearing down,
changing the design, along with the
question of who owns the space and thus
how decisions are made.

The mono-configurable solution used in
this thesis will have the drawback that only
a few variables can be adjusted. An
adaptive solution led by citizens, however,
will work potentially more efficiently. If the
system is selected based on individual
preferences, individuals can control the
parameters of the recipe and therefore the
form of the ultimate installation.
Experimentally a model was made in where
the entrances, people movement, adaptability
were linked in a fully contextual model
this was tried as seen in figure 136.
Another point of discussion is that
variables such as age, sex, and gender
are included in the Honeybee simulation.
However, what is the average person?
The range of thermal comfort amongst
genders is already quite wide, and a more
vague approach might be better
measured. (Karjalainen, 2006)

Figure 136 a full contextual model with pores, trees, persons openings and streets

Method reflection
The expression 'the map is not territory'
refers to the idea that science must
approximate in order to properly
comprehend the world. Just like a map is
drawn of the world, the world is not the
map. The thesis aims to illustrate that
simulations can offer approximations of
climate-adaptive cooling, but that
limitations must always be accounted for.
In that regard, the methods presented in
this thesis may be useful, but somewhat
limited because, for instance, the amount
of computational power required to
simulate the model more precisely
exceeds that which was available for this
thesis.
Also, even when using the maximum
computing power, it is still problematic to
balance the needs of the ephemeral with
those of the social; however, it might be
possible to develop better methods of
applying RTD.
RTD offers an intriguing method that
enables exploration and flexibility while
leaving open-ended possibilities for
adaptability and configurability. Due to this
flexibility, RTD is able to adjust its goals
quite frequently.
Changes in design goals are partly the
result of limitations and nuanced
parametric design, since changing one
element may have detrimental effects on
others. Computer-aided design requires
both an understanding of computers and
an awareness of limitations.

Besides it’s limitations and flaws,
parametric recipes offer the utopian
possibility of creating a , consumers are
able to actively participate in the process
in a participatory manner.

Evaluation on results.
Further analysis is needed to fully interpret
the results, even in light of limitations in
computing power and unexpected
consequences. For example, if the same
variables and parameters are used, the
PET results can be repeatable but how
closely do they match real-life? The
results of this thesis are also to be
interpreted carefully, including
incorrectness, accuracy, and repeatability.
Observational studies and interviews
provide little quantifiable evidence about
the validity of the data. The installation
can be adjusted according to changing
needs; it has been built in a certain way,
but the genius loci and the value of
speaking with people could be discussed
regarding validity and reliability.
The results demonstrate that a local
cooling effect can be obtained throughout
a structure and that a balance must be
struck between the human factor,
climate-adaptive elements, and ephemeral
elements.

As a consequence, the parametric recipe
constrains the design as well. Therefore, it
is recommended that care be taken to
carefully examine both parametric usage
and theory in regards to its deliberate use
as well as customized design.
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Conclusion
SRQ1: What is the potential for delivering
local cooling effects?

SRQ2: How can an installation be
optimized for the Fransiscanessenplein?

This research question investigates how
the results of the climate adaptive
ephemeral structures pilot project and the
resulting optimization of the form and
material can be used to examine the
potential for achieving local cooling
effects.

The purpose of this thesis is to develop
and design criteria adapted to the
conditions at Franiscanessenplein in order
to build climate-adaptive installations.
Based on the physical condition of the
site, it was determined that the ideal
conditions would combine the use of
lightweight materials with accessibility,
meeting and fitting the needs of residents,
while also facilitating optimal cooling.

The pilot study determined that the most
beneficial factors were ventilation,
shading, and evapotranspiration.
Additionally, further simulations proved
that wood was the most efficient material
when combined with evapotranspiration.
Based on simulation and literature review,
the optimal structural design should
consist of rigid modular elements and
vegetation on the exterior to minimize
solar radiation and maximize wind
ventilation. The detailed design is
optimized according to these principles.
Simulations showed that cooling could be
achieved from severe to mild heat stress
using PET thermal index, thereby
providing local cooling.

The importance of integrating an
ephemeral installation with a change in
the climate is leading to the development
of existing ideas for the site. The
installation must be correctly adapted to
the Fransiscanessenplein while taking into
account environmental, social, ephemeral
and plain practical factors.
Lessons learned are the installation must
be tailored to fit the space and thus its
unique characteristics. The idea is that a
building should not be bound to a specific
space. The thesis work and final product
are elaborately structured and detailed,
and there is a wealth of information
included in the simple set of criteria that
could be used as an effective guideline for
optimizing these installations in public
urban squares.
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MRQ: What is the potential for ephemeral
installations to cool down an urban
microclimate and enhance a public
square?
Research undertaken for this project
focused on the development of an
installation that addresses urban heat
stress and could enhance a public square.
Considerable amounts of existing
information, precedents and literature
were reviewed to form a pilot installation,
included in the Green Quays, which was
developed further in phases into a detailed
installation and criteria.
Simulations indicate that the
climate-adapted design with
evapotranspiration and other "rigid"
ephemeral components can significantly
improve cooling performance.

The final installation of
Fransiscanessenplein combines the
human, ephemeral and climate-adaptive
criteria. It is important to further investigate
and redefine these principles.
Furthermore, if the timeframe or
importance of the balance between
climate adaptation, ephemerality and
social impacts are altered, the criteria will
also need to change, which is something
that should be researched in more depth.
Concluding there is potential for
ephemeral installations to both cool an
urban micro-climate and enhance the
Fransiscanessenplein. However, further
research into urban topologies and how
such a structure changes needs to be
made before universal principles can be
created for other squares.
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Appendix I: Hourly PET calculations
Pilot review

Figure 136. Hot day study iteration 0 sans installation
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Figure 137. Hot day study iteration 0 with trees
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Figure 138. Hot day study iteration 0 with trees + installation
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Figure 139. PET test tensile / modular structure
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Figure 140. Control proof no installation
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Figure 141. Variant A
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Figure 142. Variant B
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Figure 143. Variant C
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Figure 144. PET Site design final test.
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Figure 25. EPW outputs and recipe (author’s own)
Figure 26. Recipe to gather EPW data specifically for Breda (author’s own)
Figure 27. Definition of the analysis period (author’s own)
Figure 28. X: Recipe barometric and psychrometric charts. (author’s own)
Figure 29. Year charts of EPW from heat, weather, operative temperature (author’s
own)
Figure 30. Visualization of EPW temperature, relative humidity and wind speed.
(author’s own)
Figure 31. Part of the recipe of the honeybee setup (author’s own)
Figure 32. Simplified BREP construction of detailed model from municipality.
(author’s own)
Figure 33. Above detailed, below BREP (author’s own)
Figure 34. Basic model and the inner center of the square which stands
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Figure 35. Material indices used for evapotranspiration testing (author’s own)
Figure 36. Complete honeybee setup recipe without installation (Author’s own).
Figure 37. Map of fransiscanessenplein (Topotijdreis: 200 jaar topografische
kaarten, 2021)
Figure 38. Fransiscanessenplein observation 10:00 19th September 2020 (author’s
own)
Figure 39. Wind study of downward draft (author’s own)
Figure 40. Wind direction Breda summer months. (author’s own)
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(Author’s own)
Figure 60. Pilot analysis square (Author’s own)
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■ Figure 62. Recipe Iteration 2: 4 evenly spaced anchors (Author’s own)
■ Figure 63. Iteration 2 PET simulation (Author’s own)
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■ Figure 65. PET simulation final iteration (Author’s own)
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own)
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(Author’s own)
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■ Figure 85. Control proof without a variant (Author’s own)
■ Figure 86. Variant A (Author’s own)
■ Figure 87. Variant B (Author’s own)
■ Figure 88. Variant C (Author’s own)
■ Figure 89. Movement study and openings (Author’s own)
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2014)
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■ Figure 94. A top down view shows the triangular cladding, the understructure and a
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■ Figure 95. Combinations of mosses as described in material phase (Bakatovich et
al. 2019)
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■ Figure 97. Beam structure.
■ Figure 98. Final recipe installation (Author’s own)
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Figure 99. Final iteration covering schematic (Author’s own)
Figure 100. Thick sliding beam carrying structure (Author’s own)
Figure 101. Isometric three layers. (Author’s own)
Figure 102. Thicker structure visualized. (Author’s own)
Figure 103. PET site-design final review. (Author’s own)
Figure 104. Top down movement enabled. (Author’s own)
Figure 105. (Author’s own)
Figure 106. Cooling throughout the day (Author’s own)
Figure 107. Access point from bridge (Author’s own)
Figure 108. Top-down view and movement possibilities. (Author’s own)
Figure 109. D front-view schematic (Author’s own)
Figure 110. Above simple design sans people. (Author’s own)
Figure 111. Isometric view square with installation (Author’s own)
Figure 112. Visualizations of climate-adaptive installation (Author’s own)
Figure 113. Nighttime view (Author’s own)
Figure 114. Cut-sections (Author’s own)
Figure 115. A Detailed combination of mosses zoomed in.(Author’s own)
Figure 116. Top view detailed mosses (Author’s own)
Figure 117. Isometric rendering detailed mosses. (Author’s own)
Figure 118. Variant A (Author’s own)
Figure 119. Variant B (Author’s own)
Figure 120. Variant C has flatter areas for seating and height levels which allow
play. (Author’s own)
Figure 121. Modular furniture of variant C (Author’s own)
Figure 122. Analysis integrated design suitable and unsuitable areas for vegetation
(Author’s own)
Figure 124. Along the quays (Author’s own)
Figure 125. Multiple objects (Author’s own)
Figure 126. Daytime view (Author’s own)
Figure 128. Nighttime lighting (Author’s own)
Figure 129. Installation with multiple gradients (Author’s own)
Figure 130. The uncovered galley (Author’s own)
Figure 132. Map view (Author’s own)
Figure 133. Adaptability discussion tensile structure (Author’s own)
Figure 134. Tests of porosity and adaptability in modular structures.
Figure 135. Discussion configurability of the externals. (Author’s own)
Figure 136. Hot day study iteration 0 sans installation
Figure 137. Hot day study iteration 0 with trees
Figure 138. Hot day study iteration 0 with trees + installation
Figure 139. PET test tensile / modular structure
Figure 140. Control proof no installation
Figure 141. Variant A
Figure 142. Variant B
Figure 143. Variant C
Figure 144. PET Site design final test.
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